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Abstract Type 2 diabetes results from severe insulin
resistance coupled with a failure of b cells to compensate
by secreting sufficient insulin. Multiple genetic loci are
involved in the development of diabetes, although the
effect of each gene on diabetes susceptibility is thought to
be small. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are noncoding 19–22nucleotide RNA molecules that potentially regulate the
expression of thousands of genes. To understand the
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relationship between miRNA regulation and obesityinduced diabetes, we quantitatively profiled approximately
220 miRNAs in pancreatic islets, adipose tissue, and liver
from diabetes-resistant (B6) and diabetes-susceptible
(BTBR) mice. More than half of the miRNAs profiled were
expressed in all three tissues, with many miRNAs in each
tissue showing significant changes in response to genetic
obesity. Furthermore, several miRNAs in each tissue were
differentially responsive to obesity in B6 versus BTBR
mice, suggesting that they may be involved in the pathogenesis of diabetes. In liver there were approximately 40
miRNAs that were downregulated in response to obesity in
B6 but not BTBR mice, indicating that genetic differences
between the mouse strains play a critical role in miRNA
regulation. In order to elucidate the genetic architecture of
hepatic miRNA expression, we measured the expression of
miRNAs in genetically obese F2 mice. Approximately 10%
of the miRNAs measured showed significant linkage (miReQTLs), identifying loci that control miRNA abundance.
Understanding the influence that obesity and genetics exert
on the regulation of miRNA expression will reveal the role
miRNAs play in the context of obesity-induced type 2
diabetes.

Introduction
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are endogenously expressed singlestranded noncoding RNAs of 19–22 nucleotides in length.
Approximately 500 miRNAs are listed in the current
mouse miRNA registry (www.microRNA.sanger.ac.uk).
MiRNAs regulate gene expression by destabilizing target mRNAs through multiple rounds of RNA cleavage
(Hutvagner and Zamore 2002), or by repressing the
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translation of its target gene by binding to its complementary sequence, usually at the 30 UTR (Filipowicz et al.
2008; He and Hannon 2004).
Overexpression of miRNAs in human cells has been
shown to downregulate the expression level of hundreds of
putative mRNA targets (Lim et al. 2005). MiRNAs are
transcribed as long RNA precursor molecules (pri-miRNAs) that contain a stem-loop structure of approximately
70 nucleotides (Lee et al. 2002). Pri-miRNAs are processed
in the nucleus by the RNase III enzyme Drosha and its
partner DGCR8/Pasha to generate a 60–70-nucleotide
hairpin-structured pre-miRNA (Denli et al. 2004; Gregory
et al. 2004; Han et al. 2004). Pre-miRNAs are transported
from the nucleus into the cytoplasm by the nuclear membrane protein Exportin-5 (Yi et al. 2003). In the cytoplasm,
the RNase III enzyme Dicer cleaves the pre-miRNA hairpin to yield short miRNA duplexes (Hutvagner et al. 2001).
The miRNA duplexes are subsequently unwound to liberate single-stranded mature miRNAs by the RNA-induced
Silencing Complex (Khvorova et al. 2003; Schwarz et al.
2003).
MiRNAs have been shown to be involved in multiple
biological processes, including glucose homeostasis and
lipid metabolism (Krutzfeldt and Stoffel 2006; Tang et al.
2008; Zhang and Farwell 2008). For example, overexpression of miR-375 was shown to inhibit insulin secretion
from the mouse insulinoma cell line Min6 by directly targeting myotrophin (Poy et al. 2004), which is an actinbinding protein (Bhattacharya et al. 2006). Actin is known
to play an important role in insulin secretion (Wang and
Thurmond 2009). Furthermore, in the rat insulinoma cell
line Ins-1E, miR-375 overexpression resulted in decreased
insulin gene expression by targeting the PI3 K-pathway
gene phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinase-1 (El
Ouaamari et al. 2008). Recently, miR-34a overexpression
was shown to decrease glucose-stimulated insulin secretion
and mediate FFA-induced apoptosis in Min6 cells by targeting Vamp2 and Bcl2, respectively (Lovis et al. 2008).
Overexpression of miR-9 in Ins-1E cells results in
decreased expression of the transcription factor Onecut-2,
leading to increased expression of Granuphilin/Slp4 and
increased insulin secretion (Plaisance et al. 2006).
In addition to playing important roles in pancreatic
islets, miRNA-dependent regulation has been reported in
liver and adipose tissue in various model systems. MiR122a is abundantly expressed in mouse liver (Chang et al.
2004). Injection of antisense oligonucleotides against miR122a leads to a significant reduction in hepatic steatosis and
plasma cholesterol (Esau et al. 2006). Similar findings have
been reported in primate liver (Elmen et al. 2008), suggesting that miR-122a plays an important role in lipid
metabolism across multiple species. MiRNAs 103 and 143
have been reported to increase adipogenesis in 3T3L1
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adipocytes by affecting several key lipid metabolism genes,
including Pparg, Fabp4, and adiponectin (Xie et al. 2009).
Taken together, these studies clearly demonstrate that
miRNAs are critically involved in important metabolic
processes in multiple tissues. To more fully understand
miRNA-dependent regulation in our model of obesityinduced type 2 diabetes, we set out to quantitatively profile
miRNA expression in pancreatic islets, liver, and adipose
tissue.
Our laboratory has modeled the genetics of obesityinduced type 2 diabetes in two mouse strains, diabetesresistant C57BL/6 (B6) mice and diabetes-susceptible
BTBR T? tf/J (BTBR) mice. When made morbidly
obese by the leptin mutation (Lepob/ob), B6-ob/ob mice
experience moderate and only transient hyperglycemia
due to a large expansion of b-cell mass, resulting in a
20–50-fold increase in plasma insulin levels (Clee et al.
2005; Keller et al. 2008). In contrast, BTBR-ob/ob mice
experience severe hyperglycemia due to a failure to
increase their circulating insulin levels. An in vivo
measure of cellular replication showed that B6-ob/ob
mice experience an approximately threefold increase in
islet cell proliferation, whereas BTBR-ob/ob mice do not
increase islet cellular replication in response to obesity
(Keller et al. 2008).
Insulin-dependent glucose uptake is a measure of insulin
signaling. Previous work has shown that insulin signaling
in adipocytes (Nadler et al. 2000) and muscle (Flowers
et al. 2007) is dramatically reduced in BTBR mice relative
to that measured in B6 mice. Type 2 diabetes is a progressive disease, involving multiple tissues, which ultimately leads to the loss of b cells in the pancreatic islets.
Obesity-induced insulin resistance in peripheral tissues
(e.g., muscle, adipose, and liver) requires increasing
amounts of insulin production and secretion from pancreatic islets in order to maintain euglycemia. When insulin
levels are insufficient, hyperglycemia results and b cells
die. To understand the potential role that miRNA-dependent regulation may have in this metabolic cycle of obesity,
insulin resistance, and b-cell dysfunction in the context of
diabetes, we profiled the expression of approximately 220
miRNAs in islets, adipose tissue, and liver in our model
system. Our quantitative profiling approach has allowed us
to survey absolute miRNA expression across islet, adipose
tissue, and liver, determining which miRNAs are commonly expressed and which show tissue selectivity. We
report that several miRNAs undergo significant changes in
their expression in response to obesity in each tissue profiled. Finally, by profiling miRNAs in the liver of an F2
intercross derived from the B6 and BTBR parental mice,
we identify a small group of miRNAs whose expression
shows heritability, enabling us to identify the genomic loci
that control miRNA expression levels in liver.
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Materials and methods
Animals
Mice were either purchased from the Jackson Laboratory
(Bar Harbor, ME) or generated from our in-house colony.
B6:BTBR F2-ob/ob were generated from B6:BTBR F1-ob/
ob breeder pairs. All the mice were kept at the University
of Wisconsin Biochemistry Department and housed in an
environmentally controlled facility on a 12-h light/dark
cycle (6 a.m.–6 p.m., respectively). Mice were provided
free access to water at all times and to a standard rodent
chow (Purina No. 5008) ab libitum. At 10 weeks of age
animals were sacrificed by decapitation and tissues collected in the following order: left lateral liver lobe, right
gonadal fat pad (white adipose tissue), and pancreas. Islets
were isolated from whole pancreas as described (Keller
et al. 2008).
RNA collection
Total RNA from liver and adipose tissue was isolated by
Trizol reagent according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Islet RNA was purified using the mirVanaTM miRNA
Isolation Kit (Ambion, Austin, TX) according to the
manufacturer’s directions. An Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100
(Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA) was used to assess
RNA quality for all samples, which typically showed a 28/
18S ratio of approximately 1.5 or greater.
Experimental design
We employed an experimental design that relies on pooling
total RNA prior to hybridization followed by validation of
interesting genes (validation described below in real-time
PCR). Kendziorski et al. (2005) have shown the power of
pooling when resources (e.g., total RNA, number of chips)
are limited. The number of mice used to generate groupspecific islet pools was 46, 22, 39, and 41 for B6-lean,
B6-ob/ob, BTBR-lean, and BTBR-ob/ob, respectively. All
individuals within a pool contributed the same amount of
total RNA, thereby insuring that no one mouse with an
exceptionally high RNA yield would dominate the measurement of the pool. However, the pooling was not used
for the miRNA profiling in adipose and liver, as sufficient
RNA mass was available from individual mice. All procedures were approved by the University of Wisconsin
Animal Care and Use Committee.
Real-time PCR measurements of miRNA abundance
Approximately 220 miRNA were measured by Locked
Nucleic Acid (LNA)-based RT PCR as described (Raymond
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et al. 2005). Because the amount of islet RNA available from
a single mouse was insufficient for LNA-based profiling,
total RNA was pooled from up to 46 mice for each experimental animal group. Since mass requirements were not
limiting for adipose tissue and liver, five individual mice
were separately profiled per group for these two tissues.
Briefly, miRNA-specific real-time primers were used to
generate first-strand cDNA molecules. cDNA was added
with SYBRÒ Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, CA), followed by 40 cycles of RT PCR amplification. Standard curves were created for all miRNAs profiled, allowing us to present miRNA abundance as copies/
10 pg of total RNA; a typical mammalian cell contains
10-30 pg of total RNA. To confirm the LNA-based RT PCR
measured from the pooled islet samples, ten randomly
selected mice from each experimental group were chosen for
the Taqman-based PCR study. cDNA was reverse transcribed from 10 ng of total RNA using specific miRNA
primers according to the manufacturer’s instructions
(Applied Biosystems). MiRNA expression is shown as DCt,
normalized by parallel measure of snoRNA-234, a housekeeping noncoding RNA molecule.
miRNA interval mapping
Mice were genotyped using the Affymetrix mouse 5 K
SNP panel (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA; www.affymetrix.
com). For our intercross of B6 and BTBR, 1973 SNPs
reliably segregated for the founders and were used for gene
mapping. Simple interval mapping (Lander and Botstein
1989) was performed using R/qtl (Broman et al. 2003),
adjusting for sex as an interacting covariate and batch
effects as an additive covariate. All miRNA traits were
transformed to normal scores. Permutation thresholds were
computed based on the 290 mice with miRNA data by
simulating 10,000 independent normal samples. Only those
miRNAs that pass the 5% permutation threshold and only
chromosomes with at least one significant peak are displayed in false-color image.

Results
MiRNA expression survey in pancreatic islets, adipose
tissue, and liver
We quantitatively profiled miRNA abundance in three
tissues collected from four groups of mice: B6-lean, B6ob/ob, BTBR-lean, and BTBR-ob/ob (all male and
10 weeks of age). A Locked Nucleic Acid (LNA) realtime PCR measurement was used to quantify miRNA
expression levels. Figure 1 illustrates the copy number for
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each miRNA profiled in islets, adipose tissue, and liver.
Greater than 75% of the miRNAs profiled had ten or
more copies per cell across the three tissues. More than
50% of the miRNAs profiled were expressed in all tissues. A few miRNAs were highly expressed in all tissues:
more than 1000 copies per cell. Supplementary Table 1
provides a complete listing of all miRNAs profiled. In
contrast to those miRNAs that were commonly expressed
across islets, adipose tissue, and liver, some miRNAs
showed dramatic tissue selectivity. For example, miR127, 141, 153, 200a, and 200c are highly expressed in
islet ([2000 copies/cell), [20-fold higher than in either
adipose tissue or liver. MiR-375 showed the greatest tissue selectivity for an islet-specific miRNA, which averaged approximately 60,000 copies/cell in islets, but was
not expressed in liver and was expressed at low levels in
adipose tissue (*100 copies/cell). Recent studies have
shown that miR-375 plays a role in insulin expression (El
Ouaamari et al. 2008), insulin secretion (Poy et al. 2004),
and obesity-dependent b-cell proliferation (Poy et al.
2009).
MiRNAs 122a and 192 are abundantly (*50,000
and *4,000 copies/cell, respectively) and selectively
expressed in the liver. MiR-122a is not expressed in islet
and is expressed in adipose tissue approximately 200-fold
less than in liver; miR-192 is expressed in islet and adipose
tissue approximately 30-fold less than in liver. These
results demonstrate that islet and liver have a small

B6-lean

B6-ob/ob
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collection of miRNAs that are selectively expressed.
Interestingly, there were no miRNAs that showed a strong
selective expression in adipose tissue.
MiRNAs undergo significant change in abundance
as a function of obesity and strain
Obesity affected the expression of many miRNAs in all
tissues. For example, in the islet obesity strongly suppresses
the expression of miR-184 ([20-fold) in B6 and BTBR
mice (see filled arrowhead Fig. 1, islet panel). In adipose
tissue there were several miRNAs that were dramatically
reduced in response to obesity in B6, but less so in BTBR
mice (see filled black symbols \10 copies/cell, Fig. 1,
adipose panel). To highlight which miRNAs showed significant expression changes as a function of obesity, Fig. 2
illustrates the ratio of the copy number of B6-ob/ob to
B6-lean mice plotted against the same ratio for BTBR mice
for islet, adipose tissue, and liver.
Of the miRNAs that were determined to be expressed at
more than ten copies per cell in islets, 12 were observed to
change more than threefold (increase or decrease) as a
function of obesity (Fig. 2, islet panel). MiRNAs 132, 212,
133a, 185, 152, 126-5p, 34a, and 34b all show a more than
threefold obesity-dependent increase in abundance in at
least one mouse strain. As discussed below, several of
these miRNAs have been shown to regulate b-cell glucose
responsiveness and susceptibility to apoptosis.
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Fig. 1 Quantitative measure of approximately 220 miRNAs in
pancreatic islets, adipose tissue, and liver in diabetes-resistant and
diabetes-susceptible mice. RNA was harvested from pancreatic islets,
adipose tissue, and liver collected from 10-week-old B6-lean, B6-ob/
ob, BTBR-lean, or BTBR-ob/ob male mice. The expression of
approximately 220 miRNAs was quantitatively determined by realtime PCR. MiRNA abundance is shown as copy number/10 pg RNA,
determined from standard curves established for each miRNA (see
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Materials and methods). For each tissue, the miRNAs are ranked from
lowest to highest using the average expression level across the four
experimental mouse groups. Horizontal dash line indicates a copy
number of 10, below which we consider the miRNA not expressed.
Filled arrowhead highlights miR-184 expression in islets that was
dramatically reduced as a function of obesity in both B6 and BTBR
mice. A complete listing of the miRNA expression values for all
tissues is provided in Supplementary Table 1
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Fig. 2 Obesity regulates miRNA expression in islet, adipose tissue,
and liver. The ratio of miRNA copy number measured in obese versus
lean mice was determined for B6 (y axis) and plotted against the same
for BTBR (x axis) in islets, adipose tissue, and liver. Values
significantly different than 1.0 indicate a miRNA whose expression is
altered in response to obesity. MiRNAs equally responsive to obesity
in B6 and BTBR are those positioned along the diagonal for each

tissue. MiRNAs are shown as their symbol number. The expression
ratio values for miRNAs 132 and 212 in the islet were virtually the
same, resulting in overlapping symbols (see open circles). Only
miRNAs with expression levels of ten or more copies per cell are
shown. Red dotted square highlights a group of approximately 40
miRNAs in the liver whose expression was reduced in response to
obesity in B6 but not in BTBR mice

The magnitude of the obesity-dependent increase
observed for some miRNAs was much greater in islets
derived from B6 mice than from BTBR mice. For example,
miRNAs 132 and 212 showed an approximately 14-fold
and 3-fold increase in B6 and BTBR mice, respectively.
Whereas many miRNAs showed an obesity-dependent
increase in expression, miR-184 abundance decreased 95%
as a function of obesity in both strains. In addition to miR184, miRNAs 31, 204, and 7b were decreased more than
67% in at least one mouse strain in response to obesity.
Interestingly, miRNAs 204 and 7b were each changed as a
function of obesity in BTBR but not in B6.
Because pools of RNA samples collected from more
than 20 mice were used for the islet profiling, we selected a
handful of miRNAs to be measured on samples from ten
individual mice per experimental group (Supplementary
Table 2). Nine miRNAs were chosen for this confirmation
study. Of these, seven had expression changes across the
four mouse groups and were highly correlated (r [ 0.96)
with the microarray results in the pools.
In adipose tissue, approximately 190 miRNAs were
expressed on average more than ten copies per cell. Fifteen
miRNAs changed more than threefold as a function of
obesity, including miRNAs 342, 221, and 222. The latter
two miRNAs are modulated during adipocyte differentiation (Xie et al. 2009). Obesity caused a greater than fourfold increase in miRNAs 342 and 221 in both B6 and
BTBR mice. In contrast to the effect of obesity observed in
the islets, many more miRNAs decreased than increased
their expression in response to obesity in adipose tissue.
MiRNAs 135a, 375, 429, 200b, 200a, 34c, 1, 34b, 133b,
200c, 215, and 141 all decreased more than threefold in

response to obesity in at least one strain (Fig. 2, adipose
panel). Statistical analysis indicated that these miRNA
expression changes in adipose and liver (see below) were
significant with a false discovery rate (FDR) of less than
0.02 (Supplementary Fig. 1; Cui and Churchill 2003; Storey and Tibshirani 2003).
In liver, the expression levels of approximately 150
miRNAs were greater than ten copies per cell; 11 of these
showed a significant expression change (greater than
threefold) in response to obesity in at least one mouse
strain. MiRNAs 34a and 205 were increased in response to
obesity, whereas miRNAs 151, 133a, 329, 201, 330, 17-3p,
298, 328, and 380-5p were decreased in response to
obesity. Interestingly, miR-205 showed the greatest change
in response to obesity, but only in B6, as miR-205
expression was unchanged as a function of obesity in
BTBR mice (Fig. 2, liver panel). Similarly, miR-380-5p
showed an approximately fivefold reduction in B6 but no
change in BTBR in response to obesity. The opposite strain
effect was observed for miR-34a where the effect of
obesity was greater in BTBR (approximately ninefold
increase) than in B6 (approximately fourfold increase).
These results demonstrate that the expression of several
miRNAs in liver is altered as a function of obesity differently in B6 than in BTBR mice. In fact, unique to the liver
was a collection of approximately 43 miRNAs that showed
a small obesity-dependent decrease in their expression
([40%) in B6 but not in BTBR mice (Fig. 2, liver panel).
Several of these miRNAs are very abundant (*1000
copies/cell), including miRNAs 211, 330, 298, 151, and
328. Taken together, these results suggest that the regulation of hepatic miRNA expression in response to obesity is
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distinct between the diabetes-resistant B6 and the diabetessusceptible BTBR mice.
Heritability of hepatic miRNA expression
To map the gene loci controlling hepatic miRNA expression, we profiled the miRNAs in 290 liver samples from a
population of F2-ob/ob mice. Figure 3a illustrates that 21
miRNAs achieved significant linkage (LOD [ 5.3, genome-wide p \ 0.05). Supplementary Table 3 provides a list
of these 21 miRNAs with their genomic location as well
as the position of peak linkage. Three of the 21 miRNAs
(miR-34a, 31, and 295) mapped to the genomic region
where they are physically located (cis-acting), whereas the
others mapped to a locus that does not encode the miRNA
(trans-acting). This suggests that hepatic expression of
these 21 miRNAs may be under the control of regulatory
factor(s). MiR-214, physically located in Chr 1, had the
strongest linkage of all miRNAs, with LOD * 16 to a locus
on Chr 17. In contrast to the trans-linkage of miR-214, miR34a, which is physically located on Chr 4, shows cis-linkage
with a LOD * 13 to the same genomic region. This suggests that miR-34a expression may be affected by genetic
variability at or near its genomic location. Interestingly,
seven miRNAs (200b, 148a, 16, 331, 141, 181, and 195)
showed trans-linkage to a region on Chr 12, suggesting that
this may be a region generally involved in regulation of
miRNA expression. These results demonstrate that miRNA
expression, like mRNA expression, is a heritable trait that
can be used to reveal cis- and trans-acting regulatory factors
governing miRNA abundance.
That hepatic miR-34a expression had strong cis-linkage
(Fig. 3a) and showed a larger change in expression in
response to obesity in BTBR (approximately ninefold) than
in B6 (approximately fourfold) mice (Fig. 2, right panel)
suggests that those miRNAs that showed a strain difference
in the parental profiling are likely to show linkage in the F2
mice. Figure 3b illustrates the effect of strain on hepatic
miRNA expression in the parental liver samples, highlighting those that demonstrated significant linkage in the
F2 livers. The results indicate that the miRNAs showing
the strongest strain effect are more likely to also show
linkage in the F2 liver samples.

Discussion
MicroRNAs have emerged as important regulators of
gene expression in obesity and diabetes (Krutzfeldt and
Stoffel 2006; Tang et al. 2008). However, to date there
has not been a comprehensive survey of miRNA expression in multiple tissues from an animal model of obesityinduced type 2 diabetes. In this study we provide a
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quantitative measurement of the expression of approximately 220 miRNAs in islets, adipose tissue, and liver
from diabetes-resistant (B6) and diabetes-susceptible
(BTBR) mice.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to
survey miRNA expression in isolated pancreatic islets in
the context of obesity and diabetes. In addition to islets, we
report on the relative expression of miRNAs in adipose
tissue and liver, identifying miRNAs that are commonly
expressed across these three tissues as well as those that
show dramatic tissue-specific expression patterns. Furthermore, we report on many miRNAs that are differentially regulated by obesity and/or genetic differences that
exist between B6 and BTBR mice. Finally, by profiling
hepatic miRNA expression in an F2 intercross, we demonstrate that miRNA abundance, like mRNA abundance, is
a heritable trait, giving rise to miR-eQTLs or genomic loci
that govern their expression. The information provided by
this study will aid in understanding the relationship
between miRNA regulation and type 2 diabetes.
The effect of obesity on the expression of miRNAs 132
and 212 measured in the islets of B6 mice was the largest
increase of any miRNA profiled in our study. MiRNAs
132 and 212 are genomically located on Chr 11, about
200 bp apart, suggesting that they may be generated from
a common pri-miRNA molecule (Vo et al. 2005), which
would explain why obesity regulates their expression
equally. Interestingly, these two miRNAs are either not
expressed or are expressed at a low level in liver and
adipose tissue, suggesting that their obesity-dependent
regulation is unique to islets. Previous work has shown
that they are highly expressed in neurons and may regulate neuronal differentiation (Vo et al. 2005; Wayman
et al. 2008). MiR-132 has also been shown to modulate
the circadian clock in the superchiasmatic nucleus via the
MAPK/CREB-dependent pathway (Cheng et al. 2007).
Interestingly, a circadian clock has been identified in
islets that regulates the expression of several key islet
genes, including Glut2, Ins-1, Gck, Sst, and Stx1a
(Allaman-Pillet et al. 2004). We do not believe that
changes in the expression of miRNAs 132 and 212 in
islets reported here reflect direct circadian regulation,
because all mice were sacrificed at roughly the same time
of day (see Materials and methods). However, further
investigation would be needed to determine whether the
obesity-dependent regulation of miR-132 modulates the
islet circadian clock. Finally, miRNAs 132 and 212 were
shown to be highly upregulated in ovarian granulosa cells
in response to the hormone hCG (Fiedler et al. 2008). It
would be interesting to determine if changes in circulating
levels of hCG, which is known to occur during pregnancy
(Braunstein et al. 1976), induces the expression of these
miRNAs in pancreatic islets.
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Fig. 3 Genetic architecture of
hepatic miRNA expression. Of
approximately 220 miRNAs
profiled in the liver of 290 F2ob/ob mice, 21 showed
significant linkage (LOD [ 5.3,
p \ 0.05). a Illustration of heat
map whereby the 21 miRNAs
are ordered by their LOD score.
Color scale is used to represent
linkage strength: red indicates
strong linkage, blue indicates
weaker linkage. b Illustration of
the copy number ratio of
miRNA expression of B6 to
BTBR mice when lean (y axis)
plotted against the copy number
ratio of B6 to BTBR when
obese (x axis) from the profiling
of parental liver samples. The
miRNAs that showed significant
linkage in the F2 mice are
highlighted by their miRNA
name, the size of which is
proportional to their LOD score
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There are two consensus cAMP-response element binding (CREB) sites located proximal to the genomic position
of miRNAs 132 and 212 (Vo et al. 2005). Consistent with
these CREB sites playing a role in their regulation, we have
found that incubating islets with IBMX or forskolin, compounds that are known to elevate cellular cAMP levels
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(Barnett et al. 1994), results in an approximately twofold
increase in the expression of miRNAs 132 and 212
(unpublished observations). Furthermore, the incretin hormone Glp-1, also known to elevate cellular cAMP levels
(Thorens and Waeber 1993), induces the expression of these
miRNAs in mouse islets and Ins-1 cells (Shang et al.
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unpublished). Glp-1 stimulates glucose-stimulated insulin
secretion, stabilizes insulin mRNA levels, promotes b-cell
replication, and suppresses apoptosis in b-cell lines and
isolated islets (Drucker 2003), all of which has resulted in
Glp1 offering a new target for the treatment of diabetes.
Interestingly, the receptor for Glp1 (Glp1R) contains a
coding SNP between B6 and BTBR, converting a highly
conserved histidine at position 47 to arginine. While we do
not know if this amino acid substitution alters the activity of
Glp1R, our data suggest that the difference in the magnitude
of the obesity-dependent induction of miRNAs 132 and 212
reflects differential Glp-1 responsiveness between B6 and
BTBR mice, which may contribute to the increased susceptibility to diabetes of the BTBR mice.
Fatty acids have been shown to affect miRNA expression in the mouse insulinoma cell line Min6 (Lovis et al.
2008). The expression of miR-34a was increased more than
twofold when Min6 cells were treated with 1 mM palmitate. Interestingly, we found that the expression of miR-34a
was elevated approximately three- and fivefold as a function of obesity in B6 and BTBR mice, respectively. The
greater obesity-dependent induction of miR-34a expression
in BTBR mice may in part reflect increased plasma lipids,
which we have previously reported for BTBR-ob/ob mice
(Clee et al. 2005). Lovis et al. (2008) also report that miR34a overexpression in Min6 cells leads to decreased glucose-stimulated insulin secretion by targeting Vamp2 and
increased apoptosis by targeting Bcl2.
Poy et al. (2004) were the first to show that miR-375 is
abundantly expressed in pancreatic islets. Here we show
that miR-375 was the second-most abundantly expressed
miRNA in islets and, furthermore, was expressed approximately 600-fold more in islets than in adipose tissue and
was not expressed in liver. Recently, whole-body miR-375
knockout (375KO) mice have been generated (Poy et al.
2009). The mice have elevated plasma glucose levels due
to a reduction in b-cell mass and an increase in the number
of a cells per islet. In addition, when challenged with
severe obesity (Lepob/ob), 375KO mice do not show
enhanced b-cell proliferation, which is necessary to compensate for the peripheral insulin resistance resulting from
the obesity. Our data reveal that miR-375 expression in
islets is about 50% lower in BTBR-ob/ob mice than in
B6-ob/ob mice. We recently reported that obesity does not
stimulate b-cell proliferation in BTBR mice, whereas B6
mice demonstrate an approximately threefold increase in
response to obesity (Keller et al. 2008). Perhaps the loss of
miR-375 expression in the islets of BTBR-ob/ob mice is
involved in their inability to increase b-cell replication in
response to obesity.
Dietary and genetically imposed obesity has previously
been shown to regulate miRNA expression in mouse adipose tissue (Xie et al. 2009). Microarray chips were used to
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profile adipose tissue collected from either chow-fed or
high-fat-diet-fed B6 mice, as well as adipose tissue from
B6-lean and B6-ob/ob mice. The expression of several
miRNAs changed in response to either obesity challenge,
including miRNAs 107, 103, 30c, 30a-5p, 222, and 221.
Furthermore, these same miRNAs were differentially
expressed in differentiated versus nondifferentiated 3T3-L1
preadipocytes. Our data support an obesity-dependent
change in the expression of these miRNAs (Fig. 2, adipose
tissue panel). Moreover, we did not see a strain difference
between B6 and BTBR for the influence of obesity, suggesting that these miRNAs are not involved in the pathogenesis of diabetes but rather play a critical role in
adipogenesis, in agreement with Xie et al. (2009). Sun et al.
(2009) reported that the let-7 miRNA family was highly
expressed in adipocytes and was upregulated during 3T3-L1
adipogenesis. However, while our data support the finding
that the let-7 miRNA family is highly expressed in adipose
tissue (let-7 a, b, c, d were all [ 8000 copies/cell), we did
not see a change in their expression as a function of obesity
in either B6 or BTBR mice (Supplementary Table 1).
Of the three tissues profiled in our study, the liver contained the greatest number of miRNAs whose expression
patterns showed a strain difference in their response to
obesity, suggesting that strain plays an important role in the
regulation by obesity of hepatic miRNA expression. To
reveal the specific gene loci mediating this regulation, we
profiled miRNAs in the liver of a subset of F2-ob/ob mice
generated as part of a larger ongoing study (Keller et al.
unpublished). We found that about 10% of the miRNAs
profiled in the liver of the F2 mice showed heritability; the
most significant linkage was observed for miR-214, which
mapped to a locus on Chr 17 with LOD * 16. Previous
work has shown that the transcription factor Twist1 regulates
the expression of miR-214(Lee et al. 2009). MiR-214 is
genomically located on Chr 1, therefore its linkage to Chr 17
is trans, indicating the presence of a regulatory element.
Given that Twist1 is genomically located on Chr 12, our data
suggest that a new regulatory factor is involved in miR-214
regulation. Interestingly, of the 21 miRNAs to show significant linkage, all but three mapped to loci in trans, suggesting that the expression of many miRNAs are under the
control of specific regulatory elements.
The three miRNAs mapping in cis were miRNAs 34a,
31, and 295. MiR-34a had the second-most significant
miR-eQTL, mapping to Chr 4 with LOD * 13. The
tumor suppressor gene p53 has been shown to directly
regulate miR-34a expression (Chang et al. 2007). However, the p53 binding site in the promoter for miR-34a
does not include any SNPs between B6 and BTBR,
suggesting once again that our data have revealed novel
regulatory pathways that control hepatic miRNA expression. Finally, 7 of the 21 miRNAs illustrated in Fig. 3a
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had trans-linkage to a region on Chr 12. Using a lower
LOD threshold of 3.0, 209 miRNAs show linkage across
the genome, 26% of which have a miR-eQTL on Chr 12.
This suggests that Chr 12 may contain a general regulatory factor involved in the processing of up to 25% of the
miRNAs expressed in liver.
To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to
report the genetic architecture of hepatic miRNA expression. Not only does this reveal specific genetic loci governing the control of miRNAs, we believe that it may allow
us to identify which mRNAs are targets for specific miRNAs. For each miRNA that showed significant linkage, we
were able to identify hundreds of mRNA transcripts that
showed linkage to the same genomic region as the miRNA.
This will enable us to utilize the linkage data from the two
profiling studies to identify putative mRNA targets for a
given miRNA. Future work will utilize the linkage profiles
for miRNAs and comapping mRNAs to construct causal
transcriptional networks to identify direct versus indirect
mRNAs for a particular miRNA.
In conclusion, our study provides a quantitative measure
of approximately 220 miRNAs in tissues (islets, adipose,
and liver) that play a key role in glucose homeostasis in the
context of obesity-induced type 2 diabetes. We identified
many miRNAs that undergo a significant change in
expression in response to obesity and/or genetic differences
between diabetes-resistant (B6) and diabetes-susceptible
(BTBR) mice. We also report for the first time that hepatic
miRNA expression is a heritable trait that can be used to
identify putative mRNA targets. It is estimated that the
expression of up to 30% of all genes may be effected by
miRNAs (Brennecke et al. 2005; Lewis et al. 2005). In
addition, a miRNA potentially can influence the expression
of hundreds to thousands of mRNA transcripts. Elucidation
of the regulatory mechanisms that mediate obesity- and
genetic-dependent regulation of miRNA expression will
aid in understanding the role(s) miRNAs play in the context of obesity-induced type 2 diabetes.
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